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Aerial-Terrestrial Communications: Terrestrial
Cooperation and Energy-Efficient
Transmissions to Aerial-Base Stations
Sithamparanathan Kandeepan§, Senior Member, IEEE, Karina Gomez‡, Member, IEEE, Laurent
Reynaud†, Member, IEEE, Tinku Rasheed‡, Member, IEEE.
Abstract—Hybrid aerial-terrestrial communication networks
based on Low Altitude Platforms (LAPs) are expected to opti-
mally meet the urgent communication needs of emergency relief
and recovery operations for tackling large scale natural disasters.
The energy-efficient operation of such networks is important
given the fact that the entire network infrastructure, including
the battery operated ground terminals, exhibits requirements to
operate under power-constrained situations. In this paper, we
discuss the design and evaluation of an adaptive cooperative
scheme intended to extend the survivability of the battery
operated aerial-terrestrial communication links. We propose and
evaluate a real-time adaptive cooperative transmission strategy
for dynamic selection between direct and cooperative links based
on the channel conditions for improved energy efficiency. We
show that the cooperation between mobile terrestrial terminals
on the ground could improve the energy efficiency in the uplink
depending on the temporal behavior of the terrestrial and
the aerial uplink channels. The corresponding delay in having
cooperative (relay-based) communications with relay selection is
also addressed. The simulation analysis corroborates that the
adaptive transmission technique improves the overall energy
efficiency of the network whilst maintaining low latency enabling
real time applications.
Index Terms—Low Altitude Platforms, Aerial Telecommunica-
tions Networks, Energy Efficiency, Relays, Cooperative Commu-
nications
I. INTRODUCTION
In the context of emergency situations, relief response
teams need to be able to rely on robust and reliable com-
munications. This observation can become a significant issue
when the occurrence of a disaster leaves the existing network
infrastructure in a state of partial or complete failure and
therefore unable to meet the first rescuers’ requirements.
This recently triggered renewed research interest for reliable
emergency communication techniques, thereby emphasizing
the challenges embodied by network properties such as rapid
deployment, self sustainability and interoperability as well as
flexibility and scalability [1] [2].
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A preliminary version of the mathematical model and the scenar-
ios presented in this manuscript appeared in the proceedings of IEEE
PIMRC’11 [13]. In this manuscript, we have progressed substantially with the
modeling aspects and also with respect to the implementation and simulations.
In this regard, aerial telecommunication platforms and in
particular Low Altitude Platforms (LAPs) have increasingly
been the focus of researchers’ and entrepreneurs’ attention [3]
[4]. These platforms are increasingly believed to offer the
potentiality to effectively complement conventional satellite
or terrestrial telecommunication infrastructures, for example
as announced by Google [8]. These platforms are in fact
thought to possess instrumental abilities for the support of
efficient emergency communications, able to sustain stringent
network coverage and capacity demands. Firstly, aerial vehi-
cles, which can take the form of many types of aerodynes
(airfoil-based crafts) or aerostats (lighter-than-air crafts) with
various mobility patterns, can access disaster areas with a
relative ease, often regardless of the state of the terrestrial
transportation infrastructure. Moreover, these aircrafts feature
fast deployments, multi-purpose operations at varying altitudes
in the range of a few dozen to a few thousand meters, as
well as modular communication payloads. All these abilities,
combined with their aptitude to support frequent Line Of Sight
(LOS) with terrestrial equipment and end-user devices, explain
the uptake of LAPs for the support of Public Protection for
Disaster Relief (PPDR) communication systems.
However, it is also generally accepted that unleashing the
greater potential of aerial networks for emergency communi-
cations widely depends on how efficiently airborne platforms
are integrated with satellite and terrestrial telecommunication
infrastructures [3], [5]–[7]. Satellite-based emergency recovery
solutions, which by nature are resilient against large-scale
catastrophes, have been thoroughly investigated [9]. Besides,
their most noticeable shortcomings, such as the hardware
complexity and limited data service support found on satellite
phones as well as the relatively long deployment and configu-
ration time of Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) solutions
are largely averted when used in complementarity with aerial
networks. Integrated aerial-satellite infrastructure can indeed
provide standard end-user devices with adapted and scalable
access network capacity and coverage thanks to low delay and
high capacity aerial links, while reliable backhauling links to
remote networks (e.g. PPDR headquarters) can be supplied by
the satellite segment.
Likewise, emergency communications can greatly benefit
from an integration of aerial and terrestrial networks, en-
abling potential interoperability with the undamaged or re-
paired terrestrial equipment on the disaster zone and thus
increasing the diversity of access and backhaul links. Fur-
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thermore, another strong interest of hybrid aerial-terrestrial
integration is highlighted by the frequent case when dedicated
telecommunication ground equipment is deployed on carefully
chosen spots of the considered emergency area to complement
other communication network segments or to bring specific
functionalities [10] including the support of broadband satellite
links and interoperability with legacy PPDR systems such as
TErrestrial Trunked RAdio (TETRA) communications.
In any case, an emergency network, including the hybrid
aerial-terrestrial communication architecture which is studied
in this work, faces stiff constraints regarding its overall energy
consumption. In fact, disaster areas are likely to experience
power outages and the whole emergency communication net-
work has therefore to demonstrate its ability to ensure energy-
efficient operation so as to maximize its own survivability.
In particular, both terrestrial and aerial emergency network
segments must meet energy efficiency challenges, as both
ground equipments and LAPs frequently need to operate on
battery power, without permanent access to a reliable energy
source. Moreover, since the significant energy spent in the
ground-to-LAP communication links highly depends on the
availability and the quality of the related uplink channels, the
consumption pattern of the communication links between the
ground equipment and the LAPs must be carefully investi-
gated and optimized. In this context, multiple energy saving
methods, among which the sleep-wakeup strategy, have been
considered for energy-constrained wireless mobile architec-
ture [11]. Yet, ground-to-LAP link performance in terms of
delay and throughput cannot be conveniently compromised
and consequently, those energy-efficient schemes cannot be
easily transposed into the context of emergency and public
safety communications.
In this work, we investigate the design and evaluation of
an adaptive cooperative (relay-based) communication scheme
intended to extend the survivability of the terrestrial nodes
in an aerial-terrestrial network. To this end, we refine and
significantly extend several of our previous studies [12]–[14]:
initially we have presented a preliminary analysis for the
hybrid aerial-terrestrial systems for an uplink Rayleigh fading
channel, which we later supplement with an analytical result
for an uplink Ricean channel. By highlighting that the Ricean
model is more realistic for the ground-to-LAP communications
with LOS conditions, we outline in this paper:
• The design of an adaptive transmission scheme at the
terrestrial nodes that selects either the direct or the
cooperative relay link in order to minimize transmission
power constrained by the bit error probability.
• The delay analysis due to cooperation (relaying informa-
tion) by considering two classes of traffic at a relay node,
the local and relay traffics being subsequently allocated
different priorities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present the system model and scenario description for the
rapidly deployable communication network architecture for
emergency response situations. A brief description of related
works and current progress with aerial telecommunications
network are provided in Section III. In Section IV, we
discuss the communication model and related assumptions.
In Section V, we analyze the energy efficiency aspects of
cooperative communications in the aerial-terrestrial network
segment and model the power efficiency for single source-
multiple relay and multiple source-multiple relay scenarios.
In Section VI, the adaptive algorithm for relay node selection
for establishing energy-efficient communication links in aerial-
terrestrial networks is presented. Section VII discusses the
evaluation of energy efficiency of communication links in the
aerial-terrestrial deployment and finally Section VIII provides
some concluding remarks.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND SCENARIOS
In this section, we present the hybrid LAP-terrestrial system
environment mainly considering a disaster recovery scenario,
derived from the research project that we currently work
on [10]. To begin with, we present the global architecture with
a combination of aerial, terrestrial and satellite communication
links with the aim to maximize network availability and allow
rapid and incremental network deployment. Such scalable and
flexible network with adequate levels of mobility support
and energy efficiency is suited for large disaster recovery
operations [2]. Finally, we present the sub-system architecture
that we consider in this work addressing cooperation amongst
the ground terminals for energy-efficient transmissions.
A. The Global Architecture for Aerial-Terrestrial Systems
The global network architecture is sketched in Fig. 1 which
shows an emergency communication environment managed by
two LAP base stations, which are linked to multiple terrestrial
UEs and gateway nodes supported by satellite backhaul links.
As discussed before, depending on the particular requirement
for a communications system to support emergency services
in disaster-affected areas, LAP platforms may constitute the
deployment of one or more aerial devices which carry commu-
nication payload (4G LTE) with the backhaul links supported
by satellite communication (DVB-S2/RCS uplink broadcast).
The first responders in the terrestrial segment are equipped
with multi-radio mobile terminals (UE), with radio technolo-
gies such as LTE/WiMAX to communicate with the LAPs and
WiFi/WPAN (IEEE 802.15.4) to communicate with the ground
terminals.
B. Sub-System Architecture Considered for Energy-Efficient
Transmissions
In our work on energy-efficient transmissions for aerial-
terrestrial systems presented here, we mainly consider the sub-
system corresponding to a single LAP base station with many
UEs, which is a part of the global architecture presented in
Fig.1. From Fig.1, we can notice that for the coverage region
under one LAP base station, a particular UE, in an event of
battery depletion or a bad channel (e.g., due to obstacles),
could use another UE as a relay in communicating with the
LAP station. Alternately a UE could utilize the terrestrial
gateway (TG) in order to communicate with the LAP. In the
network model, we assume context-awareness, meaning that
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Fig. 1: The global architecture for the heterogeneous LAP-Terrestrial communication network with opportunistic communication
links: In our work presented in this paper though, we consider a single LAP system only, without the satellite backhaul [10].
the terrestrial nodes are assumed to be aware of the necessary
transmission and channel parameters such as channel gains etc.
of the neighboring nodes. The reporting within the network
for context-aware learning is discussed separately in the next
section.
Moreover, cooperation between the ground terminals is
also considered viable through the multi-radio interfaces. We
also assume that all the ground terminals have access to
the communication from the LAP platform in the downlink.
For the uplink however, the communication link between
the ground terminal and the LAP platform is more energy-
constrained due to power scarcity in the ground terminals
considering the higher transmission power required to reach
the LAP. Such communication need to be optimized in terms
of energy consumption as the uplink terrestrial-LAP channel
gains can vary due to various conditions depending on the
geographic area.
III. RELATED WORK
Here, we present an overview of the most relevant related
works on (i) energy-efficient cooperative-relay techniques in
wireless communications and (ii) solutions for aerial-terrestrial
network deployments during emergency scenarios.
A. Relay Selection in Wireless Communication
Cooperative wireless communication schemes, in which
wireless nodes cooperate with each other in transmitting
information, promise significant gains in overall throughput
and improvement in terms of coverage and reliability. How-
ever, cooperation schemes can be also utilized for improving
the energy efficiency of the whole network. In [31] au-
thors perform relay selection for trading power in wireless
communications. In [17] spectrally-efficient relay selection
techniques with limited feedback are proposed but the authors
did not consider energy efficiency related problems. Similar
work in [18] addresses relay selection mechanisms, where
a decentralized, opportunistic relaying scheme is presented
to select the best relay node based on instantaneous end-to-
end channel conditions and statistics. In this scheme the best
relay node is selected from a set of available relay nodes
in order to be used for cooperative communication between
the source and the destination nodes based on the channels
for improved capacity. Relay selection schemes taking into
account the energy consumption of the system are presented
in [19]–[23]. In [19], the authors consider a cluster of nodes
cooperating together and analyze the corresponding energy
efficiency due to cooperation. Madan et al. [22] consider
selecting relays using channel state information for energy
efficiency, the relays here are selected taking into account the
channel state information (CSI) of the direct and cooperative
paths. The authors in [23] propose a cooperative strategy
for uplink and downlink communications by considering the
location of the relay nodes in the environment and selecting
the best relay which will result in an overall minimum energy
consumption. In all these works, optimal power allocation is
not considered in the cooperative communication link which
we present in our work together with an adaptive link selection
algorithm. Furthermore, we also analyze the delay associated
with cooperation considering two classes of traffic at a relay
node namely the local traffic and the relay traffic. The power
controlling techniques for energy efficiency discussed in [20]
and [21] are based on different objectives than to what we
consider in this paper, in the former the authors consider
power controlling for maximizing the total capacity and in the
latter the authors consider power controlling for minimizing
outage. In our work however we consider power controlling for
maintaining the bit error probability at the destination terminal
as described in detail in the subsequent sections.
In the references [24] - [32] the authors provide an optimum
power allocation mechanism for minimum outage or to maxi-
mize capacity or to maximize the average SNR or to minimize
the overall bit error rate, which are very well different from
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addressing optimal power allocation for energy efficiency with
a BER constraint which we treat in this paper, and moreover
none of the above mentioned papers address adaptive relay
selection which we present together with a proposed algorithm.
In [33], the authors address power allocation for saving power
for a cognitive radio based relay system with primary and
secondary user model which is different to our model in which
all the radio nodes have equal rights to access the spectrum,
again in [33] the authors do not provide any adaptive algorithm
as presented in our paper.
B. Aerial-Terrestrial Networks for Emergencies
Historically, the satellite links are the classic aerial network
used in case of emergencies due to its coverage advantage as
described in [34], [35]. In [34] a proposal for transitioning
from terrestrial-based navigation seeks to implement satellite
and airborne surveillance operations as the primary navigation
means is presented. The authors discuss about the installation
and use of modern navigation and surveillance equipment
which is mandated by the regulatory organizations. Further,
a framework of the first phase of a post-disaster emergency
situation is introduced in [35]. The purpose of the paper is to
study a solution allowing to establish very quickly a minimal
low bit rate satellite link in Ku/Ka or Q/V bands for emergency
communications. The paper also discusses the security and
cost saving benefits drawn from the use of aerial networks, in
comparison to terrestrial network in the context of emergencies
situation.
In recent years, aerial-terrestrial network deployment using
Aerial Platforms (AP) has been studied for the provision of
wireless communications and related services [4], [36], [59]-
[64]. Several projects have also investigated the communica-
tions aspects for APs [37], [38]. The conclusions of these
works are that APs have a number of potential advantages over
conventional technologies, including (i) high capacity regional
coverage, (ii) rapid deployment and (iii) potentially low cost.
In [39], authors present an overview of how space technologies
and satellite applications can mitigate the impact of natural
and man-made disasters providing the reader with an overview
of the future telecommunications architectures for both mon-
itoring and disaster recovery purposes. The main features of
high altitude platforms (HAPs) in terms of rapid deployment
and broadband coverage are discussed here. The authors also
point out that many issues and research aspects regarding the
possible integration of different architectures and technologies
are still open questions and require a deeper investigation in
the future. These questions are partially addressed in [40]. In
this paper, the authors investigate schemes of the HAP-based
emergency communications network to support emergency
calls and alarming services in case of large scale disaster in
mountainous area. The proposed network architecture consists
of a two-hop relay system based on IEEE 802.16j standard
(WiMAX). Two network scenarios are deeply analyzed by the
authors according to the different roles that the HAP plays in
the relay system. The first network scenario is an integrated
satellite HAP-terrestrial system and the second one is related
to an integrated HAP-terrestrial system. In order to explore
the use of cellular technologies in HAPs, an analysis of the
link budgets for high altitude airborne cellular base stations is
presented in [41]. The authors developed a two-dimensional
aircraft simulation environment in order to evaluate the optimal
link budget of an antenna system coupled with a Code Division
Multiple Access (CDMA) base station positioned in different
altitudes. The presented results constitute a basis for low-risk
implementation for a high altitude airborne deployable cellular
base station.
The authors in [42] investigate how the HAP can effectively
support multimedia broadcast/multicast service (MBMS) in a
scenario where the existing terrestrial network infrastructure
is not available. They propose radio resource management
(RRM) techniques to be implemented in a multi-hop scenario
in which MANETs cooperate with a HAP system to reach the
common goal of enhancing the access to MBMS services. This
work shows how a cooperative behavior of HAP and MANET
systems can provide coverage to users in an incident area. A
similar study in [43] proposes a LAP platform consisting of
tethered balloons combined with IEEE 802.11 technology in
order to build an ad-hoc communication network backbone
supporting emergency medical services in natural disaster
areas where the telecommunications facility has been seriously
damaged.
Recently, the Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are being
also investigated for supporting emergency communications.
In [44] an embedded hardware/software architecture specifi-
cally designed to be applied on mini/micro UAV to operate
in dangerous-dirty-dull situations is presented. The proposed
UAV architectonic proposal involves the following key ele-
ments: a LAN-based distributed and scalable hardware ar-
chitecture, a service/subscription based software architecture,
and an abstraction communication layer. Similar concepts are
also discussed in [45], where an experimental UAV system for
search-and-rescue challenge is presented. The proposed UAV
robot consists of a standard hobby remote-control airframe
that is modified for autonomous flight, GPS-based naviga-
tion, ground image acquisition, and payload delivery. These
components are integrated in order to provide capability for
the search and rescue mission in a low-cost platform. In both
papers [44], [45], the overall system architecture and system
considerations are also discussed by the authors, who highlight
the advantages of using aerial-terrestrial network deployments
for emergency communications.
C. Contributions
The aforementioned studies however only investigate the
deployment of aerial-terrestrial networks and their subsequent
advantages during emergency situations without taking into
account the energy aspects during transmissions. Since the
base station is an aerial node with a high cost aerial link
for all nodes compared to the terrestrial links and given that
mobile users, LAPs and HAPs are battery-powered units,
therefore the access cost to reach the aerial base station needs
to be optimized. Energy-efficient protocols and algorithms are
required to better implement such networks and extend their
operations, a topic which we address in our paper here.
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In this work, we have designed of an adaptive transmission
scheme at the terrestrial that selects either the direct or
the cooperative relay link in order to minimize transmission
power-constrained by the bit error probability. The concept and
mathematical models presented in this paper can be used as
an input to design energy-efficiency clustering techniques and
energy-efficiency cooperative communication schemes for out-
of-coverage scenarios. Indeed, the difference in the commu-
nication channels between terrestrial nodes used for relaying,
versus the channel to the LAPs are completely modelled in
this work. Moreover, the delay analysis due to cooperation
(relaying information) by considering two classes of traffic at
a relay node namely the local and the relay traffic having
different priorities is also considered and measured in this
work. The proposed mechanism can be adapted to the regular
cellular system with the base station on the ground however
the performance gain may not be as significant as in the
aerial based system. This is because the aerial base station
is relatively far from the terrestrial nodes compared to the
terrestrial base station, the treatment of this however is beyond
the scope of this paper.
IV. COMMUNICATION MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
We present the cooperative networking model here by ini-
tially considering a single terrestrial source (S), multiple relays
(R) and a single destination D (which is the LAP) cooperative
networking system and then extending it to a multiple-source
and multiple-relay scenario with a single destination which
is the LAP. Note that in our analysis, we consider only a
single destination (LAP) considering the fact that the LAP
could cover a vast geographic area to serve many terrestrial
nodes. The analysis however could be extended for a multiple-
LAP scenario with increased complexity. The terrestrial nodes
are assumed to be moving slowly giving rise to a slow fading
scenario, and furthermore we assume no multipath signals
resulting in a flat fading channel.
A. Single-Source, Multiple-relay Model
The communication model for the uplink terrestrial-LAP
channel and the terrestrial channel models for a single terres-
trial source, a cooperative networking system made of multiple
relays and a single destination (LAP) is presented here. The
channel models and the related parameters for the hybrid LAP-
terrestrial system is depicted in Fig. 2. In our model:
• hi are the small scale slow flat fading gains,
• αi are the pathloss exponents,
• di are the S-R distances,
• Li are the mean pathloss with i ∈ {1, 2 . . .M} for the
source to relay links (S → Ri) as shown in Fig. 2.
For the links corresponding to the relays to the LAP (Ri →
LAP ) the respective parameters are given by h˜i, α˜i, d˜i and
L˜i, as depicted in the Fig. 2. For the uplink channels from
the relays to the LAP (Ri → LAP ) and from source to the
LAP (S → LAP ) we consider Rice small-scale fading channel
models [56], the corresponding channel gains vary over time
based on the spatial separation between the nodes. For the
terrestrial radios, we consider a Rayleigh channel model.
Fig. 2: Scenario for Hybrid LAP-Terrestrial communications
with cooperative relay links
The mean pathloss for the wireless channels are defined by
the path loss exponents αi and α˜i as described subsequently.
Note that in the subsequent description, we ignore the sub-
scripts for the parameters as they are true for all the channels.
The mean pathloss is given by
L(d) = L(d¯)
(
d
d¯
)α
(1)
where L(d¯) is the mean pathloss at a reference distance d¯
which is given by the free-space pathloss [56] equal to L(d¯) =(
4πfd¯/c
)2
, where c = 3× 108 m/s is the speed of light and
f is the carrier frequency. The mean channel power gains are
given by
γ =
1
t
∫ t
0
h2(t)dt (2)
Note that for the Ricean uplink channels, the channel gains
contain both the direct-path and the multi-path component
signal gains [56]. Moreover, for the ease of analysis, we con-
sider binary phase-shift keying modulation for the terrestrial
links and differential phase-shift keying for the terrestrial-LAP
uplinks, the corresponding received signals for the communi-
cation links described in Fig. 2 can be expressed in general
as
r(t) =
1√
L(d)
h(t)s(t) + υ(t) (3)
where s(t) is the transmitted signal and υ(t) is the corre-
sponding additive Gaussian noise at the receiver with a double-
sided power spectral density of N0/2, we consider the same
power spectral densities for all the receivers for simplicity. The
corresponding probability of error for the terrestrial link and
the terrestrial-LAP links are respectively given by [56],
For links S → Ri
Π1 = 0.5(1−
√
Γ
(1+Γ) ) (4)
For links Ri → LAP
Π2 =
1+K
2(1+K+Γ) exp(
−KΓ
Γ+1+K ) (5)
where K is the Rice factor [56], Γ = Ebγ/N0 is the mean
received SNR for the given link, Eb is the received bit energy
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given by Eb = PtGtGr/[∆L(d)], Gt and Gr are the transmit
and receive antenna gains, Pt is the transmit signal power,
and ∆ (bits/s) is the data rate for the given link. The relaying
protocol is based on decode and forward technique where a
the relay node Ri receives the signal ri(t) from S, detects
it, and transmits the corresponding information to the LAP
(destination). In the direct link the LAP directly receives the
signal r0(t) from the source node S.
B. Multiple-Source, Multiple-relay Model
The multiple-source, multiple-relay and single-destination
model is simply an extension of the single-source multiple
relay scenario presented above. In the multiple-source case,
we consider a total number of K + 1 terrestrial nodes in
the network that can act either as a source or a relay in
the network such that every single-source node will have K
number of relays. When multiple nodes are acting as source
nodes, the communication process related to every single-
source node is given by the same model presented before for
a single-source multiple-relay scenario, as depicted in Fig. 2.
Therefore, the multiple-source multiple-relay cooperative net-
working scenario is basically a combination of individual
single-source multiple-relay communication processes.
C. Context-Aware Reporting and Outdated Information
Context-aware capabilities are required in order to know all
the parameters used by the network model. In our scenario,
these capabilities can be implemented easily through the use
of gossip protocols since in the scenario the exchange of the
context information is required only between nodes with a
distance of one hop (see Fig. 2). Many gossip protocols have
been proposed for wireless ad hoc networks, and most of
them are based on some variants of flooding with respect
to the network density [46]–[48]. Additionally, many gossip
approaches have been studied, where only the nodes within a
specific region broadcast or forward a message with a given
probability, to reduce the overhead in the network [49], [50].
Additionally, this information can also be included in the
overhead introduced by the upper layers (i.e. routing protocols
or application overhead).
In our network model all the nodes periodically report con-
textual information by means of a single hop broadcast packet
transmission. The overhead of the reporting packets is kept to
a bare minimum to ensure no unwanted energy is consumed
in the periodic reporting. The corresponding energy cost for
the context aware reporting is also considered in our work as
described later. In the periodic reporting every node transmits
its address, geographic position (e.g. GPS co-ordinates), and
the effective istropically radiated power (EIRP = PtGt) to
every other node by means of broadcasting. Using the received
information from the reporting packet every node will then
make itself aware of the relative distance di and the temporal
pathloss between itself and that particular node which sent
the report. The temporal pathloss, that includes both the mean
pathloss Li and the temporal channel variation γi together,
is estimated by computing the received power level of the
reporting packet and using the knowledge of the transmit
EIRP and the receiver antenna gain. Therefore, every node in
the network becomes aware of the parameters such as di and
total channel gain γi/Li which are then used for the proposed
cooperative relaying solution. Note that the knowledge about
the radio environment such as the node positions and the
neighboring nodes etc. can also be learnt by individual nodes
using spectrum sensing techniques and learning techniques as
discussed in the literature of cognitive radios [65]- [77], in this
paper however we do not treat such but rather assume perfect
knowledge are known by means of sharing/reporting.
The selection of the reporting period τR is quite important
to make sure the network does not operate with outdated
information (i.e. due to the variation of the environment
such as the wireless channel, position of a node etc.). We
assume a slow fading channel with a coherence time of Tcoh
1
, and assume Tcoh > τR for having updated contextual
information in the network. It is clearly seen that when the
channel changes rapidly with Tcoh << τR the network would
have outdated network/channel information (note that when
Tcoh < τR there will be still strong correlation between
the new channel gain and the outdated channel gain, and
only when Tcoh << τR we will see significant deviations in
the channels gains). The treatment of such outdated network
conditions is not considered in this paper but for future work.
It is quite realistic to assume slow varying channels especially
when the LAP terminal is stationary and the mobile terminals
on the ground move at walking speeds, which is the prime
use case scenario that we are interested in as described before.
Moreover, dynamically adapting the reporting period τR such
that it is kept less than Tcoh is also possible by tracking the
channel variation using various channel tracking algorithms
that are present in literature.
V. ENERGY-EFFICIENT COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATIONS
In order to better utilize the scarce battery power when com-
municating during live operations, we consider cooperative
relaying communication techniques to minimize the energy
consumption of the battery-operated terrestrial nodes. In order
to communicate in an energy-efficient manner with the LAP, a
source node will analyze its options to transmit via the direct
link to the LAP and the relayed links through K possible relay
links in the network. In the subsequent section, we present how
a source node could choose the most energy-efficient method
to communicate with the LAP without compromising on the
bit error rate to maintain a minimum level of service quality.
In our subsequent analysis, we consider energy efficiency per
unit time, leading us to power efficiency.
A. Transmit Power Requirements for Single-Source and
Single-Relay Network
For a given source node S, the minimum power requirement
for the direct link with a bit error constraint of ξ is analyzed
here. For convenience, we consider a single-source and single-
relay scenario at the beginning as depicted in Fig. 3, and
extend the scenario to a multiple-node case later. Moreover,
1The time that the channel remains unchanged [56].
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Fig. 3: Analytical model with single-source multiple-relay
hybrid LAP-terrestrial communications.
we consider the communication parameters described in the
previous section by introducing the subscripts 1, 2, and 3,
where subscript 1 corresponds to the parameters for the direct
link, subscript 2 corresponds to the parameters for the relay
link between S and R, and subscript 3 corresponds to the
parameters related to the relay link between R and LAP , as
depicted in Fig. 3.
By considering the bit error expression in (5) for the direct
link, the transmit power requirement Pt(1) at node S can be
iteratively computed using the Gradient Descent method for
some ǫ1 > 0 and Π2 = ξ given by,
Pˆtn+1(1) = Pˆtn(1)− ǫ1Λ(Pˆtn(1)) (6)
where, Λ(Pˆtn(1)) (from equation (5)) is given by,
Λ(Pˆtn(1)) =
d[ξ −Π1(Pt(1))]
dPt(1)
=
BV1V2[V1K1 + 1]
[1 +K1 + Γ1]
V1 =
1 +K1
2[1 +K1 + Γ1]
V2 = exp
(
−K1Γ1
1 +K1 + Γ1
)
(7)
and B = G
t
1G
r
1γ1
L1(d1)N0(1)∆1
, where as indicated before the
subscript 1 corresponds to all the parameters associated with
the direct transmission link from S → LAP . Therefore,
for sufficient iterations (sufficient n) the minimum power
requirement Pˆ (1) at the source node S can be determined
for the direct link.
The overall bit error probability for the S → Ri → LAP
communication based on the decode and forward cooperative
strategy depends on the communications between S → Ri
and Ri → LAP . If Π1 and Π2 are the bit error probabilities
respectively of the sequential transmission S → R → LAP
the overall error probability is then given by Π = Π2(1 −
Π1) + Π1(1 −Π2). Since the probability values are small, Π
can be approximated to Π ≈ Π1+Π2. Then using (4) and (5)
the overall bit error rate for the relay transmission is given by,
Π = 0.5
(
1−
√
Γ2
(1 + Γ2)
)
+
1 +K3
2(1 +K3 + Γ3)
× exp
(
−K3Γ3
Γ3 + 1 +K3
)
(8)
Considering the above equation, the transmit power require-
ment {Pt(2), Pt(3)} at the source and relay nodes respectively
for a bit error constraint of ξ is given by,
Pt(2) =
L2(d2)N0(2)∆2λ
2
Gt2G
r
2γ2(1− λ
2)
(9)
where λ is a function of the relay transmit power Pt(3) given
by,
λ = (1− 2ξ) + 1+K3(1+K3+Γ3) exp
(
−K3Γ3
Γ3+1+K3
)
(10)
with Γ3 = G
t
3G
r
3γ3Pt(3)
L3(d3)N0(3)∆3
. Note that, as mentioned before,
subscript 2 corresponds to the parameters related to the link
S → R and subscript 3 corresponds to the parameters related
to the link R→ LAP .
For the cooperative link, the optimum power allocations
between the source and the relay nodes that would minimize
the overall power consumption for the given bit error rate
ξ needs to be calculated for the source node to choose
between the direct and cooperative links for power efficiency.
Considering equation (10), since Pt(2) is function of Pt(3),
the optimum power allocation between S and R for the
cooperative transmission can be found by,
{Pˆt(2), Pˆt(3)} = arg min
Pt(3)
{Pt(2) + Pt(3)} (11)
Note that Pt(2) is a strictly decreasing function in the domain
of Pt(3) and given that Pt(3) is a strictly increasing (linear
and convex) function in its own domain the summation X =
Pt(2) + Pt(3) becomes convex. Since X = Pt(2) + Pt(3)
is a convex function in the domain of Pt(3), the minimum
of X in Pt(3) would provide the optimum power allocation
{Pˆt(2), Pˆt(3)} for the source and relay nodes. From equations
(9) and (10), the first derivative of X is given by,
dX
dPt(3)
= 1 +
dPt(2)
dPt(3)
= 1−
2λA0A1U
2
1U2
[1− λ2]2
(12)
where,
A0 =
L2(d2)N0(2)∆2
Gt2G
r
2γ2
, A1 =
Gt3G
r
3γ3
L3(d3)N0(3)∆3
U1 =
1 +K3
[1 +K3 + Γ3]
, U2 = exp
(
−K3Γ3
1 +K3 + Γ3
)
(13)
and λ = (1− 2ξ)+U1U2. The optimum relay power Pˆt(3) is
then given by,
dX
dPt(3) |
Pt(3)=Pˆt(3)
= 1−
2λA0A1U1U2(U1K3 + 1)
[1 +K3 + Γ3][1− λ2]2
dX
dPt(3) |
Pt(3)=Pˆt(3)
= 0 (14)
Here, we consider again the Gradient Descent method to solve
for Pˆt(3) from the above equation for some ǫ2 > 0. The
solution for Pˆt(3) is then given by,
Pˆtn+1(3) = Pˆtn(3)− ǫ2
d2X
dP 2t (3) |
Pt(3)=Pˆtn (3)
(15)
Then, for sufficient iterations (sufficient n) the minimum
power requirement Pˆ (3) at the relay node R can be determined
for the cooperative link, and the optimum transmit power
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Pˆt(2) at S is given by substituting Pˆt(3) in equation (9) to
obtain {Pˆt(2), Pˆt(3)} for minimum power consumption in the
cooperative link.
B. Energy Efficiency in Multiple-Source Multiple-Relay Net-
work and Link Selection
The above given minimum power requirement analysis can
be extended to a multiple-source, multiple-relay scenario. For
the jth source node Sj for j = 1, 2 . . .M+1 and the ith relay
node for i = 1, 2 . . .M 2, let us define the (power/energy)
efficiency factor βj,i to compare the energy efficiency between
the direct and the relay links, given by,
βj,i ,
ej,i(T )
eDj (T )
(16)
where,
• ej,i is the total energy cost for relay link for source j and
relay i over time T ,
• eDj is the total energy cost for direct link for source j
over time T ,
Based on (16) for a given source node Sj when βj,i > 1, ∀i
the direct link becomes more power-efficient than all the
cooperative links in which case Sj selects the direct link for its
transmissions. When βj,i < 1 for some i the corresponding
relay link(s) become(s) more power-efficient than the direct
link in which case Sj selects the most energy-efficient coop-
erative relay link, and the corresponding power efficiency for
source node Sj is given by,
βˆj = min
i
{βj,i} for βj,i < 1 (17)
Note that when βj,i = 1 both relay and direct links become
equally energy-efficient and it is desirable to use the direct
link to minimize delays. In summary, the source node selects
the most power-efficient link by choosing between the direct
link and the relay links, the link selection is made adaptive in
time considering the channel variation in time.
C. Energy Consumption
The energy consumption due to transmissions over a given
time period T ∈ R+ is considered to be the key performance
metric here. The total energy consumption for the direct link
eDj and the relay link ej,i related to a particular source node
j and a relay node i are respectively given by,
eDj = P
j
t (1)Td + P
LAP
Rx Td (18)
ej,i = P
j,i
t (2)Td+P
j,i
t (3)Td+P
i
RxTd+P
LAP
Rx Td+Ecom (19)
where,
• Td is the total time taken for data transmission in a period
of T ,
• Pt(1), Pt(2) and Pt(3) are the transmit powers as de-
scribed in Section-V-A,
• P iRx is the required power to receive data at a given relay
node (Ri),
2The source nodes and the relay nodes are indexed separately and indepen-
dently to each other.
• PLAPRx is the required power to receive data at the LAP,
• Ecom is the energy consumption at the transmitters
(source and relay) to perform computations of optimum
power controlling as descried in the previous section,
which is assumed to be the same for all the terrestrial
nodes.
Note that P iRx and PLAPRx both incorporate all the RF related
hardware and baseband power consumption corresponding to
receiving the signal, and in practice it is reasonable to assume
that P iRx = PRx to be the same for all the terrestrial nodes.
Moreover, the overhead energy that is required for context-
aware reporting Eoh is not included in the cooperative link
energy cost for the ej,i given in (19) but instead we include
this cost in the total network energy cost considering the entire
network operating with cooperative links. The total network
energy cost for the cooperative/relay based multiple source
multiple relay network eR is then given by,
eR =
L∑
j=1
ej,i + Eoh (20)
where L ≤ K + 1 is the total number of source nodes that
perform transmissions over a time period of T seconds, and
Eoh is the total energy consumption for the context-aware
reporting for the entire network considering both transmitting
and receiving energy costs of the reporting packets. The two
additional energy costs Ecom and Eoh for the cooperation of
nodes in the network are further described in Appendix-A.
The energy consumption for the adaptive link selection-
based transmission strategy for a particular source node j is
given by,
ej = min{e
D
j , ej,i} ∀i (21)
and therefore the total network energy consumption for the
adaptive link selection-based transmissions for the multiple
source multiple relay network is given by,
eA =
L∑
j=1
ej + eoh (22)
The energy costs for the cooperative systems given by eR and
eA above are compared with the total energy consumption eD
for the direct transmissions only case which given by,
eD =
L∑
j=1
eDj (23)
D. Cooperation Delay in Multiple-Source and Multiple-Relay
Network
In the above presented analysis, we see how energy effi-
ciency can be achieved considering multiple cooperative links
for a given source node Sj . The energy efficiency however
comes at a price of additional delay during cooperation when
the relay nodes are acting as source nodes themselves. In such
situations, the relay links give higher priority to their own data
to be transmitted whilst delaying the data from other nodes
to be relayed to the LAP. The corresponding analysis for the
delay can be presented by considering a single-server queueing
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TABLE I: Notation
Notation Description
Sj The source node for j = 1, 2 . . .K + 1
Ri The relay node for i = 1, 2 . . .K
βj,i The energy efficiency factor for a Sj with Ri
P i
Rx
The power requirement to receive data at
a given relay node Ri
PLAP
Rx
The power requirement to receive data at the LAP
P
j
t (1) The transmission power for the aerial interface in Sj
P
j,i
t (2) The transmission power for the Terrestrial interface in
Sj to the cooperative link with Ri
P
j,i
t (3) The transmission power for the aerial interface in
Ri for the data received from Sj
SNR
j
1
The SNR for the direct link Sj → LAP
SNR
j,i
2
The SNR for the cooperative link Sj → Ri
SNRi
3
The SNR for the cooperative link Ri → LAP
Ecom Computational energy cost
model. The corresponding analysis however is beyond the
scope of this paper and we only present simulation results
related to the delay analysis in later sections.
VI. ADAPTIVE ENERGY-EFFICIENT LINK SELECTION
APPROACH
We present the procedure to implement the adaptive al-
gorithm for the adaptive link selection-based transmission
presented in the previous sections. Based on our approach,
a source node Sj , in the presence of multiple communication
paths to reach the LAP can choose the most energy-efficient
link to communicate with the LAP depending on the energy
efficiency factor βj . The notation used throughout this section
is shown in Table I.
A. Procedure at the Source Sj
Alg. 1 describes the pseudocode for the energy-efficient link
selection approach at the source node Sj using multiple-relay
nodes Ri. The algorithm is run at the source node Sj and (i)
it calculates the optimal power allocation for each cooperative
link in the network and (ii) it selects either the direct link or
the more energy-efficient cooperative link depending on the
energy efficiency factor βj in order to communicate with the
LAP (see also Fig. 3). When the source node Sj has a packet
to be transmitted to the LAP, the source node Sj performs the
following steps:
a) The source node Sj calculates the bit error rate BERj for
the direct link Sj → LAP using the transmission power
P jt (1) of the aerial interface and the channel conditions
of the direct link SNRj1 (Sj → LAP ).
b) In order to minimize the overall power consumption, the
source node Sj calculates the optimum power allocation
P j,it (3) for aerial interface of each relay node Ri using
the BERj for the direct link Sj → LAP and the channel
conditions of the cooperative link SNRj,i2 and SNRi3
(Sj → Ri → LAP ).
c) The source node Sj calculates the optimum power allo-
cation P j,it (2) for the Terrestrial interface of the source
Algorithm 1 Adaptive Algorithm for the source node Sj using
multiple-relay nodes Ri.
1: Procedure at the source Sj
2: if Queue is not empty then
3: BERj = calculateBER[P jt (1),SNRj1]
4: for all Ri with i = 1, 2 . . .K do
5: P j,it (3) = calculatePt[BERj,SNRj,i2 ,SNRi3]
6: P j,it (2) = calculatePt[P j,it (3),SNRj,i2 ,SNRi3]
7: βj,i = calculateBeta[P j,it (2),P j,it (3),P jt (1),P iRx,PLAPRx , Ecom]
8: end for
9: if ∃βˆj → βˆj = mini βj,i for βj,i < 1 then
10: R → Ri
11: Tx = P j,it (2)
12: p = Queue.next()
13: sendCooperativeLink(p)
14: else
15: Tx = P jt (1)
16: p = Queue.next()
17: sendDirectLink(p)
18: end if
19: end if
node Sj according to the respective relay node Ri and
against the channel conditions of each cooperative link
SNRj,i2 and SNRi3 (Sj → Ri → LAP ).
d) Sj calculates βj,i for each cooperative link in the network
(Sj → Ri → LAP ) using the transmission power
P jt (1) for the direct link, the transmission power P
j,i
t (2)
and P j,it (3) for each cooperative link and the power
requirements P iRx and PLAPRx in order to receive data at
relay node Ri and LAP, respectively.
e) Finally, Sj chooses between the direct link and the
different cooperative link for power efficiency. It verifies
if ∃βˆj where βˆj = mini βj,i for βj,i < 1.
(i) If βˆj does not exist, the source node Sj sets the
aerial interface equal to transmission power P jt (1)
and sends out the packet through the direct link to
the LAP (Sj → LAP ).
(ii) If βˆj exists, the source node Sj sets the Terrestrial
interface equal to transmission power P j,it (2) and
sends out the packet through the cooperative link to
the LAP (Sj → Ri → LAP ).
B. Procedure at the Relay Ri
Alg. 2 describes the pseudocode for the energy-efficient
link selection scheme implemented at the relay node Ri using
multiple-source nodes Sj . The algorithm is performed by the
relay node Ri in order to allocate the optimal transmission
power to the aerial interface according to the data coming from
a specific source node Sj . When the relay node Ri receives a
packet to be relayed to the LAP from the source node Sj , the
relay node Ri performs the following steps:
a) The relay node Ri sets the transmission power of the
aerial interface equal to transmission power P j,it (3),
b) The relay node Ri sends out the packet through the direct
link to the LAP (Ri → LAP ).
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Here, we present the analysis on the energy efficiency of the
cooperative link selection approach (Adaptive Scheme) under
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Fig. 5: Total transmission power calculated by the direct and cooperative links, before applying the adaptive scheme Vs. time
for single-source multiple-relay hybrid LAP-terrestrial communications.
Algorithm 2 Adaptive Algorithm at the relay node Ri using
multiple-source nodes Sj .
1: Procedure at the relay Ri
2: if receive(p)=relay packet then
3: S → Sj
4: Tx = P j,it (3)
5: sendDirectLink(p)
6: end if
Fig. 4: Scenario for single-source multiple-relay hybrid LAP-
terrestrial communications.
a variety of scenarios. The adaptive scheme was implemented
for a multiple-source, multiple-relay hybrid LAP-terrestrial
communication system in order to evaluate the energy effi-
ciency.
A. Simulation Environment Description
In order to implement the hybrid LAP-Terrestrial source
and multiple-relay network model, we used the simulator Om-
net++ [78] with the INETMANET framework. In our model,
we implement wireless nodes with a two-layer hierarchical
protocol architecture with an application layer to generate
traffic and run the algorithm and a PHY layer having two
physical interfaces. A further description of the simulation
model implemented as separate modules is given below:
(i) The Application Layer module: This module simulates
the Application Layer together with the adaptive scheme
selection algorithm. The adaptive scheme is implemented
using Alg. 1 for the source node Sj and Alg. 2 for the re-
lay nodes Ri. The context-aware capabilities of the source
TABLE II: Parameters for channels characterization.
Link Model d K α h
[m] [dB] Dist.
S1 → LAP Ricean 4030.14 5 2.1 Ricean
S1 → R1 Rayleigh 1000.00 - 2.0 Rayleigh
R1 → LAP Ricean 4030.14 6 2.0 Ricean
S1 → R2 Rayleigh 860.233 - 2.1 Rayleigh
R2 → LAP Ricean 3504.71 8 2.0 Ricean
S1 → R3 Rayleigh 538.516 - 2.3 Rayleigh
R3 → LAP Ricean 3799 10 2.1 Ricean
and relay nodes are used in order to collect information
needed for implementing the adaptive scheme approach.
(ii) The Physical Layer module: It is composed of two
interfaces to communicate with terrestrial and LAP node:
1) The first physical interface is used to implement
the terrestrial-terrestrial link (T-T) on ground using
BPSK modulation in a Rayleigh fading channel with
a pathloss coefficient as described in Sec. IV.
2) The second physical interface is used to implement
the terrestrial-LAP (T-L) link using DPSK modula-
tion in a Ricean channel with a pathloss coefficient
as described in Sec. IV.
(iii) The Blackboard module: This module emulates the
context-aware capabilities of the nodes. It allows the
nodes to share their information with the other nodes in
the network. Therefore, the Blackboard module contains
information about the position of the nodes, the channel
conditions of different links and others.
B. Simulation Scenario and Results for Single-Source
Multiple-Relay Hybrid LAP-terrestrial Communications
We considered a realistic disaster scenario with a perimeter
block surface of 1 km2, which represents ≈80 urban blocks.
It is assumed that a natural disaster (e.g. a tsunami or an
earthquake) destroyed the terrestrial communication network
and electrical network distribution infrastructure. The hybrid
aerial-terrestrial network is deployed for the public safety
personnel and first responders in order to coordinate rescue
and first-aid services for the survivors. The LAP is deployed
in the center of the disaster area. The simulation scenario
for the hybrid LAP-Terrestrial system with single-source and
multiple-relay nodes is depicted in Fig. 4. The scenario con-
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Fig. 6: Comparing the energy efficiency between the direct and adaptive scheme by observing the CDF and PDF of βj,i for
single-source multiple-relay hybrid LAP-terrestrial communications.
siders a total of 5 nodes simulating one source node (Sj),
three relay nodes (Ri), and one destination (LAP ) node. The
parameters characterizing the wireless channels in the network
are summarized in Table II. The chosen pathloss exponents are
suitable for airborne communication networks (see [58] for
details). Some of the other parameters used in the simulations
for all the nodes are: maximum transmission power equal
to 2 W, data-rate equal to 6 Mbps, carrier frequencies for
both terrestrial-terrestrial and terrestrial-LAP links equal to
3.5 GHz, transmit and receive antenna gains equal to 3 dB, the
thermal noise power equal to −125 dBm, receiver sensitivity
equal to −100 dBm. The power required for reception is set
equal to 100 mW for the terrestrial nodes and 200 mW [54],
since energy spend in reception is about 50% - 80% less
than energy spend in transmission. In order to inject traffic
in the network, the Application Layer of the source node Sj
sends 1000 UDP packets of 1000 bytes each for a total time
of 1000 seconds, each transmitted every second. The channel
coherence time is also set to 1 sec (i.e. Tcoh = 1.
Fig. 5 presents the total transmit power in time calculated
by the direct and cooperative links prior to applying the
adaptive scheme for single-source multiple-relay hybrid LAP-
terrestrial communications. Here, the total transmit power level
for the direct transmission was kept as a constant value of
P 1t (1) = 1000 mW, and the transmit power levels for the
source and the relay nodes (P j,it (2)+P j,it (3)) for cooperative
transmission were iteratively computed for every packet based
on the channel conditions (note that we assume slow flat
fading channels, for which the magnitude of the channel can
be considered constant over a packet duration, but changes
over time). We observe that the cooperative link shows energy-
efficient transmissions compared to the direct link as a con-
sequence of better channel conditions in the cooperative link
compared to what is observed in the direct link. Thus, we
implement the adaptive scheme selection algorithm selecting
between the direct and all possible cooperative links to choose
the most energy-efficient link to reach the destination.
We study the energy efficiency of the adaptive scheme
selection algorithm by computing (β1) and compare it with
βj,i for all the cooperative links without the adaptive scheme
(i.e. comparing with β1,1,β1,2 and β1,3). The corresponding
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Fig. 7: Energy consumption of the network for the di-
rect link, cooperative links and adaptive scheme for single-
source multiple-relay hybrid LAP-terrestrial communications.
Context-aware packet reporting period τR = 200 ms.
cumulative distribution and probability density functions for β
are shown in Fig. 6.a and Fig. 6.b, respectively. In Fig. 6.a, we
observe that the energy efficiency factors β1,1, β1,2 and β1,3
are below one for 65%, 85%, 88% of the time respectively,
indicating that the cooperative links are energy-efficient com-
pared to the direct link. On the other hand, we observe that the
energy efficiency factor β1 for the adaptive selection method
is under one for most of the time. From Fig. 6.b, we can
observe that there is a higher probability that β1,i values are
concentrated around less than one (more or less 0.3− 0.5) for
the assumed scenario. Therefore, we can intuitively argue that
the cooperative link selection-based transmission gives better
energy efficiency.
Based on the expressions in Section V-C, we compute the
total energy consumption for the direct link eDj , the relay links
ej,i and the adaptive scheme eAj for the single-source multiple-
relay hybrid LAP-terrestrial communication. Fig. 7 depicts the
energy consumption results for the direct and the adaptive
schemes. In the figure, we also present the energy consumption
values for adaptation between the direct link and with only one
relay node Ri as well as for a fully adaptive system where
the adaptation is performed between the direct link and all
the relay links. It is important to note that the context-aware
packet energy cost is calculated using the equations presented
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Fig. 8: Total energy consumption of the network for the
direct and adaptive scheme versus the number of context-aware
packet per second (1-source, 3-relays).
in Appendix VIII.1 and the reporting period of the context-
aware packets is τR = 200 ms. In Fig. 7, we observed the
following:
1) The energy consumption for the context-aware packets
has huge impact on the energy consumed using the
adaptive scheme;
2) The energy consumption for the relay link e1,2 and e1,3
is lower than the energy consumption for the direct link,
while the energy consumption for relay link e1,1 is higher
than the energy consumption efor the direct link;
3) The energy consumption for the direct link eD1 is the
higher than the energy consumption for the adaptive
scheme eA1 (R1), eA1 (R2), eA1 (R3) and eA1 (R1, R2, R3);
4) The energy consumption for the adaptive scheme eA1 (R1),
eA1 (R2) and eA1 (R3), using only one relay, improves the
energy consumption for each relay link;
5) The energy consumption for the fully adaptive scheme
eA1 (R1, R2, R3) using all the relays nodes Ri is the lowest
in the network;
Note that the above results are based on the assumed
simulation values. In particular, for the wireless channels there
can also be situations where the direct link is less energy-
efficient than some or all of the relay links, in any case
the adaptive scheme selection technique will provide energy-
efficient transmissions by utilizing the channel variations in
time for a given bit error probability. Finally, the Fig. 7
also shows the total computational energy cost (Ecom) of
the adaptive scheme, which is computed using the equations
presented in Appendix VIII.2. As it can be seen, the total Ecom
represent less than 1% of the total energy consumption of the
network the for all the scenarios.
Fig. 8 depicts the total energy consumption of the network
for the direct and adaptive scheme in comparison with the
number of transmitted context-aware packet per second. The
adaptive scheme energy cost is calculated using the single-
source that is transmitting 100 packets/s using 3-relays. Here,
the context-aware reporting packets energy cost is calculated
using the equations presented in Appendix VIII.1 and a
context-aware packet reporting time is increasing from 50 up
to 1000 ms. The energy threshold is indicated in the figure,
which is the point where the direct link is more energy efficient
than the adaptive scheme, for the simulation settings used in
this paper the energy threshold point is achieved when the
Fig. 9: Scenario for multiple-source multiple-relay hybrid
LAP-terrestrial communications.
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Fig. 10: Energy consumption for the direct link, cooperative
links and adaptive scheme for multiple-source multiple-relay
hybrid LAP-terrestrial communications.
context-aware packet reporting time is less than ≈ 60 ms.
C. Simulation Scenario and Results for Multiple-Source
Multiple-Relay Hybrid LAP-terrestrial Communications
In order to evaluate the scenario for the multiple-source and
multiple-relay nodes in the hybrid aerial-terrestrial network,
we keep the same settings for the simulations from the
previous section. For the multiple source scenario we initially
consider only two source nodes with three relay nodes and
then extend our analysis to ten source nodes and six relay
nodes as discussed subsequently.
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Fig. 11: Total energy consumption of the network for the
direct and adaptive scheme versus the number of context-aware
packet per second (2-source, 3-relays).
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TABLE III: Parameters for channels characterization.
Link Model d K α h
[m] [dB] Dist.
S2 → LAP Ricean 3810 6 2.2 Ricean
S2 → R1 Rayleigh 824 - 2.1 Rayleigh
S2 → R2 Rayleigh 583 - 2.2 Rayleigh
S2 → R3 Rayleigh 860 - 2.5 Rayleigh
TABLE IV: Parameters for channels characterization.
Link Channel Model K [dB] α
Uplink Channel Ricean 4 - 10 2.0 - 2.2
Terrestrial Channel Rayleigh - 2.1 - 2.8
Fig. 9 depicts the simulation scenario for the two source
node and 3 relay nodes scenario. The parameters for charac-
terizing the additional channels involving the new node S2
in the network are summarized in Table III. The total and
average energy consumption for the two direct links given by
eD1,2 = e
D
1 +e
D
2 , and the adaptive scheme eA1,2 = eA1 +eA2 for the
multiple-source multiple-relay network were calculated from
the simulations and the corresponding results are shown in
Fig. 10. As expected, we observe from Fig. 10.a that the total
energy consumption for the direct links eDj is much higher
than the adaptive scheme eAj . The same behavior is observed
in Fig. 10.b where the average energy consumption per node
is shown. Note that the context-aware reporting period is τR =
200 ms.
Fig. 11 depicts the total energy consumption of the network
for the direct and adaptive scheme in comparison with the
number of transmitted context-aware packet per second. The
adaptive scheme energy cost is calculated using 2-source trans-
mitting 100 packets/s using 3-relays. The energy threshold is
indicated in the figure, the energy threshold point is achieved
when the context-aware packet reporting time is less than ≈
40 ms. It is important to note that when the number of sources
in the network is increased the context-aware packet energy
cost is reduced because the introduced overhead is sharing
between the multiple-sources.
Finally, in order to evaluate a more complex scenario for
the multiple-source and multiple-relay nodes in the hybrid
aerial-terrestrial network, we keep the same settings for the
simulations from the previous section for the transmission
and reception power levels and the antennas gains. Then, the
network is configured for a total of 17 nodes with 10 source
nodes (Sj), 6 relay nodes (Ri) and 1 destination (LAP ) node.
The parameters for characterizing the channels and nodes
position are summarized in Table IV. The channel parameters
and the position of the terrestrial nodes were all assigned
randomly over a prescribed range rather than pre-assigning
them. All the terrestrial nodes are randomly placed within
the [1000, 1000]m2 ground while the LAP position is fixed
at at the center of the ground with an altitude of 2km. The
pathloss exponents for the uplinks (terrestrial to LAP) are ran-
domly assigned between 2.0 and 2.2 (uniformly distributed),
the pathloss exponents for the terrestrial links are randomly
assigned between 2.1 and 2.8 (uniformly distributed), and all
K (rice factor) values for the uplink are randomly assigned
between 4 dB and 10 dB. Note that the range of values selected
for the pathloss exponents and the rice factors are based on
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Fig. 12: Total energy consumption per source for the direct
link and adaptive scheme for multiple-source multiple-relay
hybrid LAP-terrestrial communications. Context-aware packet
reporting period τR = 200 ms
practical conditions [56], [57], [58], such random selections of
parameters are done to avoid biased channel gain assignments
which would give us a fair analysis.
Based on the expressions in Section V-C, we compute
the total energy consumption for the direct link eDj and the
adaptive scheme eAj per sources. Fig. 12 depicts the energy
consumption results for the direct and adaptive schemes for a
context-aware packet reporting period of 200 ms. In Fig. 12.a,
we observed that the energy consumption for the direct link
eD1−10 is the higher than the energy consumption for the adap-
tive scheme eA1−10(R1 − R6) in most of the cases. However,
it is important to note that over the 10 sources only in the
case of source number 5 (S5), the energy consumed by direct
link is better than the energy consumed by adaptive scheme.
In Fig. 12.b-c, the total and energy consumption for the direct
link eDj and the adaptive scheme eAj are also shown in order to
remark the energy saving achieved using the adaptive scheme.
Fig. 13 depicts the total energy consumption of the network
for the direct and adaptive scheme in comparison with the
number of context-aware packet per second. The adaptive
scheme energy cost is calculated using 10-source transmitting
100 packets/s using 6-relays. The energy threshold is indicated
in the figure, the energy threshold point is achieved when the
context-aware packet reporting time is less than ≈ 70 ms.
D. Simulation Scenario and Results for Cooperation Delay in
Multiple-Source and Multiple-Relay Network.
In this section, the corresponding analysis for the delay is
presented by considering a single service queue model for all
the (relaying) nodes. The proposed relay selection algorithm
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Fig. 13: Total energy consumption of the network for the
direct and adaptive scheme versus the number of context-aware
packet per second (6-source, 3-relays).
is optimized for energy efficiency but not for delay. The delay
analysis here is essential since the relay nodes Ri can also act
as source nodes to transmit their own messages, in which case
a particular node will have a higher priority for its own traffic
and a lower priority for the relay traffic received from other
neighboring nodes. The relay nodes will then delay the relay
messages from other source nodes by storing them in a queue
Q. It is important to remark that the Q delay considered here
does not include the access or retransmission delays in the
MAC layer but only considers the queuing delay with some
random finite processing/servicing time of the packets or both
classes of traffic (i.e. high priority class for local traffic and
lower priority class for relay traffic). The delay introduced
due to the MAC and Network Layers are not considered here
as our primary motivation is to study the degraded delay
performance due to the relaying process in the hybrid aerial-
terrestrial system.
For the delay analysis here the source traffic generated at
every node (including a node that acts as a relay) is modeled
by an exponential inter-arrival traffic with a mean inter-arrival
time of 20 ms and a queue service time of 5 ms to serve the
higher priority traffic at any node. The relay traffic however
would have a different (scenario-specific) traffic model. The
relay traffic received by a relay node in this case depends on
the selection of that particular node as a relay by other nodes
and therefore the most energy-efficient relay node here will
have a higher arrival rate for the relay traffic and consequently
the least energy-efficient relay node will have a lower arrival
late. In this sense one would expect a higher delay at the most
energy-efficient relay node. The simulation results shown in
Table V and Fig. 14 verify this.
Table V basically shows (i) QueueingTime:mean which is
the average delay introduced by the queue in each message
and (ii) QueueingTime:max which is the maximum delay
introduced by the queue to the message while Fig. 14 shows
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the delays at
every node. The relay node with the higher delay corresponds
to the most energy-efficient path to the destination node (in
this case relay node R3). Therefore, we clearly see a trade-
off between the energy-efficient cooperative scheme and delay
in the strategy that we have proposed. The delay however is
not significant enough according to the simulation results to
affect the relaying traffic and based on the results, a real-time
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Fig. 14: Cumulative Distribution Function of the delay intro-
duced for the queue created for the cCooperation in Multiple-
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TABLE V: Simulation Results for the delay analysis.
Node Queueing Queueing
Time (Mean) Time (Max)
Relay1 5.4809×10−04 s 0.0128 s
Relay2 6.9067×10−04 s 0.0138 s
Relay3 8.8219×10−04 s 0.0184 s
traffic such as voice could be easily supported. But on the
other hand, this of course depends on the arrival rate and the
relay selection operation based on channel quality factors.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we discussed a new integrated and hybrid
aerial-terrestrial communication architecture for emergency
communications. We proposed a real-time adaptive transmis-
sion scheme (adaptive scheme) which dynamically selects the
best link based on the channel conditions for enabling energy-
efficient communications in hybrid aerial-terrrestrial networks.
We showed that the cooperation between mobile terrestrial ter-
minals on the ground improves the energy efficiency in the up-
link depending on the temporal behavior of the terrestrial and
aerial uplink channels; at the same time the delay associated
with relaying traffic also increases at the most energy-efficient
relay node. The simulation results confirmed that the adaptive
transmission scheme shows efficient and reliable performance
with respect to the energy consumption when compared to
cooperative transmission and direct transmission techniques.
We also investigate the impact of the introduced overhead and
computational operations on the energy consumption of the
network. We have observed that there is a threshold between
the energy saved with the adaptive scheme and the energy
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consumed for implementing the adaptive scheme, which is
determinate by the context-aware reporting packet time.
We are currently extending our adaptive transmission and
energy-efficient link selection approach to analyze cooperative
strategies in network topologies with multiple LAPs. Besides,
we are evaluating possible adaptations for the influence of
battery capacities of terrestrial terminals on relay selection in
multi-LAP aerial-terrestrial systems for efficient transmissions
considering game-theoretic approaches.
APPENDIX - A
The two types of overhead energy costs Eoh and Ecom
described in Section-V-C are described in detail below.
A.1. Estimated Context-Aware Energy Cost (Eoh)
There are several algorithms for exchanging the context-aware
information between the LAP, source and relay nodes as we
previously explained. Here, we introduce a general energy
model for estimating the average context-aware energy cost
assuming that broadcast packets are used. The total context-
aware energy cost is given by,
Eoh = EA−oh + ET−oh (24)
where, EA−oh is the energy cost of aerial information dissem-
ination and ET−oh is the energy cost for the terrestrial infor-
mation dissemination. It is assumed that all the a broadcast
report is received by all the nodes in the network, therefore
EA−oh and ET−oh are respectively given by
EA−oh = (P
LAP
Tx +M × PRx)× Tca (25)
ET−oh = M × (PTx + (M − 1)× PRx)× Tca (26)
where, Tca is the total time taken for context-aware data
transmission in a period of T , and as describe in the previous
sections PLAPTx is the transmit power of the LAP terminal,
PTx is the transmit power for any terrestrial node, PRx is
the required power to receive data at any terrestrial node, and
finally M is the total number of terrestrial nodes in the system.
Finally, the energy cost for the context-aware packets is
calculated using the information needed for computing the
adaptive power control algorithm. In the reporting packets,
the following information is included:
• The header, which includes the address of the source that
broadcasts the packet 32 bits,
• The transmit EIRP (i.e. PtGt), ≈128 bits,
• The location coordinates for GPS position, ≈128 bits,
Then, the total packet length is estimated in a total of ≈ 288
bits. Note that the context-aware packets are transmitted with
a constant transmission power level equal to 199.5 mW (or
23 dBm) for the terrestrial nodes and 1000 mW for the aerial
node with the basic bitrate equal to 2 Mb/s for both cases.
A.2. Estimated Computational Energy Cost (Ecom)
In order to estimate the computational energy cost, we consider
the energy model proposed in [51], given by,
Ef = Pf × Tf (27)
where, Ef is the average energy consumed by the system while
possessing a single CPU intensive workload3 (CPU-W), Pf
is the power usage of a CPU-W as function of the processor
clock rate Ω, and Tf is the time taken for the system to perform
a single CPU-W which is given by (1/Ω).
The described energy model in (27) for numerical computa-
tion is also suitable for modeling the CPU energy consumption
of smart-phones [52], [53]. Therefore, it is applicable to the
terrestrial terminals (S or R), which compute and execute the
power control algorithm. Therefore, Ecom is given by,
Ecom = Ψ× Ef (28)
where, Ψ is the number of CPU-W identified for the adaptive
power control algorithm at the source and relay nodes for
computing the optimal transmit power level. Therefore, we
use (28) for estimating the computational energy cost for the
cooperative link.
Firstly, we concentrate on the energy spend on the calcu-
lation of the parameters needed for computing the adaptive
power control algorithm. The distance between the source and
relay is given by:
di = arccos[cos(90− LatS) cos(90− LatR) +
sin(90− LatS) sin(90− LatR)
× cos(LonS − LonR))] × 6371, (29)
where, [LatS ,LonS] and [LatR,LonR] are the GPS coordi-
nates of the source and relay position respectively (di in km).
While the received power of the context-aware packet Pr is
given by:
Pr = EIRP − L+Gr, (30)
where, EIRP is the effective isotropically radiated power,
L is the path loss and Gr is the receiver antenna gain as
described in Section-IV. Thus the computational energy cost
for calculating i) the distance (di) between source and relay
from the GPS coordinates and ii) the received power of the
context-aware packet are given by,
• di computation: 14 arithmetical operations,
• Received power computation: 3 arithmetical operations,
Therefore, the number of CPU-W for the parameters calcula-
tion is Ψ1 = 17. Then, based on Alg. 1 and 2 (Section VI), we
estimate Ψ2 for computing and executing the adaptive power
control algorithm as described below.
• For the source node: 10 arithmetical operations per packet
plus 30 arithmetical and 2 logical operations per each
relay node detected by the source node,
• For the relay node: 1 logical and 2 input/output operations
per packet.
Therefore, the number of CPU-W for the adaptive power
control algorithm is Ψ2 = 13 + 32M , and thus (28) using
Ψ1 and Ψ2 becomes,
Ecom = (30 + 32M)× Ef (31)
3CPU intensive workload are the instructions of a computer program, which
are the basic arithmetical, logical, and input/output operations of the system.
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where, M is the number of relay candidates. Note that
Ef depends of several factors related to hardware and soft-
ware specification. For example, Ef can be calculated using
Pf=150 mW and Ω =528 MHz (see [51] for details), which
are typical values for HTC Dream Android smartphone (CPU
ARM 11 @ 528 MHz).
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